[Phenotypes of dendritic cells in central lymph of healthy rabbits and during correction of experimental atherosclerosis].
Dendritic cells of central lymph of rabbits have been identified according to the form of the cell body, characteristics of formation and branchiness of its processes in health, in atherosclerosis, its correction with radon, polyphenol preparations made of Sanguisorba officinalis and in combination of the latter. Two main types of dendritic cells have been distinguished. Type I is characterized by a rounded body with clear outlines, protrusions and one compact process. Such cells are often found in lymph of intact animals. Type II has a cell body of various forms with two and more compact or branching processes. This type is mainly detected in atherosclerosis and its correction. The prevalence of the above phenotypes of dendritic cells is attributed to the response of the immune system to atherosclerosis and its correction.